Iulai 7, 2008 (July 7, 2008)
Boys & Girls Club Hale Pono ‘Ewa Beach Clubhouse
Class conducted by Kupuna Arline Eaton
Kupuna opened with mele

“Eia Mā Kou”
Children of Hawai‘i

Kalo
•

It was brought to Hawai‘i by the first Polynesians. Very important to the
Hawaiian people, one of their main food sources.

•

Different ways they used Kalo
o Medicine: Raw leaf stem rubbed on insect bites to relieve pain and
prevent swelling. Raw rootstock rubbed on wound to stop bleeding.
Undiluted poi used as poultice on infected sores.
o Paste: Poi was used as paste to glue pieces of tapa together
o Fishing: Grated raw corm used as a bait for fish: ‘opelu.
o Dye: Juice from poni variety yielded rich red dye used for dyeing kappa.
Also 7 other varieties used for dyes.
o Food:
 Corm cooked in imu, peeled, and eaten.
 Poi most important starchy food -- made from corm cooked, peeled, and
pounded into a thick paste called pa‘i ‘ai. When water is added, the thinner
paste is poi.
 Kūlolo – a pudding made by cooking grated raw corm with grated coconut
meat and milk.
 Lu‘au – Young leaves, cooked with pork in imu (laulau).
 Leaf steams peeled and cooked for greens.
 Corm also used to fatten pigs.

•

The whole plant is edible, after being cooked.
o ‘Ohā - used for Poi and as a paste.
o Hā
- also edible, after being cooked
o Lau - used for infected sores, also edible, lu‘au & laulau.

•

Two types of Kalo; Dryland & Wetland Kalo.

•

Mahi‘ai (Farmer) used ‘o‘o as digging stick.

Kupuna shared mele “Nā Mea Kanu” (Kalo)
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Frotage Art Project
Keiki & Kupuna did an art project; Frotage, the technique of creating a design by rubbing
w/crayon, over an object placed underneath the paper.”
They took a Kalo leaf and created a color rubbing.
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